A single A→G mutation that changes a potential A·U base pair to a G·U pair at the junction of the stems and loops of a non-frameshifting pseudoknot dramatically increases its frameshifting efficiency in mouse mammary tumor virus. The structure of the non-frameshifting pseudoknot APK has been found to be very different from that of pseudoknots that cause efficient frameshifting [Kang,H., Hines,J.V. and Tinoco,I. (1995) J. Mol. Biol., 259, 135-147]. The 3-dimensional structure of the mutant pseudoknot was determined by restrained molecular dynamics based on NMR-derived interproton distance and torsion angle constraints. One striking feature of the mutant pseudoknot compared with the parent pseudoknot is that a G·U base pair forms at the top of stem 2, thus leaving only 1 nt at the junction of the two stems. The conformation is very different from that of the previously determined non-frameshifting parent pseudoknot, which lacks the A·U base pair at the top of the stem and has 2 nt between the stems. However, the conformation is quite similar to that of efficient frameshifting pseudoknots whose structures were previously determined by NMR. A single adenylate residue intervenes between the two stems and interrupts their coaxial stacking. This unpaired nucleotide produces a bent structure. The structural similarity among the efficient frameshifting pseudoknots indicates that a specific conformation is required for ribosomal frameshifting, further implying a specific interaction of the pseudoknot with the ribosome.
INTRODUCTION
Retroviruses use ribosomal frameshifting to synthesize essential viral enzymes, reverse transcriptase, protease and integrase, from a single polycistronic messenger RNA (1, 2) . An RNA pseudoknot located downstream of the heptanucleotide shift site plays an important role in this frameshifting event. The mechanism by which pseudoknot-induced ribosomal frameshifting occurs is not yet understood. It has been proposed that a pseudoknot induces frameshifting by hindering the approaching ribosome and making it stall or pause at the shift site. This pausing is thought to contribute to the probability of a reading frame shift into the -1 frame (3, 4) .
However, in a recent mutational study, Chen et al. (5) showed that the frameshifting abilities of RNA pseudoknots in mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) dramatically change depending on single base substitutions at the junction of the stems and loops of the pseudoknot. Frameshifting was not simply related to the free energy of the pseudoknot. This indicates that specific structural features rather than stability alone of the RNA pseudoknot are involved in promoting efficient ribosomal frameshifting.
The structures of two efficient and two poor frameshifting pseudoknots were determined by NMR (6) (7) (8) . The efficient frameshifting pseudoknots adopt a characteristic bent conformation, which is very different from that of the non-frameshifting pseudoknots. Based on these NMR and mutational studies, we proposed that a pseudoknot is not a simple energetic barrier to an approaching ribosome, but that there is a specific interaction between pseudoknot and ribosome or ribosome-related factors (8) .
To address this hypothesis more clearly, the structures of other pseudoknots with different frameshifting efficiencies need to be studied. Here we present the 3-dimensional structure of a mutant RNA pseudoknot from MMTV. This pseudoknot, designated APKA27G in Figure 1 , has a single A27→G27 base substitution in the parent pseudoknot APK. The frameshifting efficiency of this mutant pseudoknot APKA27G is four times higher than that of the parent pseudoknot APK (8 versus 2%). We show that APKA27G adopts structural features similar to those of the efficient frameshifting pseudoknot VPK (6) . This result further supports the hypothesis that a characteristic bent pseudoknot is recognized by the ribosome or ribosome-related factors and that this promotes efficient frameshifting in MMTV.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA synthesis and purification
Oligoribonucleotides were synthesized in vitro from DNA templates using T7 RNA polymerase (9, 10) . RNA oligonucleotides were purified by 20% PAGE under denaturing conditions (7 M urea (b) Pseudoknot APK is fomed from VPK by deleting A27; changing G28·U13 to A·U and deleting A33·U8 and U34. APK does not promote efficient frameshifting (7) . (c) The mutant pseudoknot APKA27G, examined in this study, has a single A27→G27 substitution in APK and promotes efficient frameshifting. The frameshifting efficiencies in percent are given below each structure. Frameshifting assays were done in rabbit reticulocytes as described in our earlier studies (5) (6) (7) (8) .
that the folded structures formed were monomeric even at high strand concentrations. The secondary structures of the RNA oligonucleotides were probed using nucleases S1, T1 and V1 (11) .
NMR experiments
All NMR spectra were obtained on a GE GN-500 or a Bruker AMX-600 spectrometer. The purified RNA was first dialyzed extensively against 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA and then against 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.4, 50 mM NaCl. After dialysis, 0.2 M MgCl 2 was added to the sample to a final concentration of 5 mM. All measurements were made at 25_C, unless otherwise specified. Samples used in exchangeable proton experiments were prepared by adding a 10:1 mixture of H 2 O and D 2 O to dry RNA. For non-exchangeable proton experiments, RNA was lyophilized several times with 99.9% D 2 O in the NMR tube and finally dissolved in 0.22 ml 99.96% D 2 O (Aldrich) to a final concentration of ∼2 mM.
1-Dimensional (1D) exchangeable proton spectra were taken on a GE GN-500 using a 1-1 sequence for solvent suppression (12) with 12 000 Hz spectral width. The excitation maximum was set between the imino and aromatic resonance regions.
All 2-dimensional (2D) NMR spectra were recorded in the phase-sensitive mode using the TPPI method (13) and preirradiation of the residual HDO peak. Typically, 2000 complex points in t 2 and 370-450 FIDs in t 1 were collected with spectral widths of 4700-5000 Hz. The total relaxation delay was 2.5 s. Data were processed using FELIX (Biosym Technologies Inc.) on a Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation.
NOESY spectra in D 2 O were recorded with mixing times of 60, 100, 150 and 300 ms. Data were zero-filled to 2000 real points in t 1 and were apodized by using phase-shifted sine bells in both dimensions. NOESY spectra in H 2 O were recorded with a spectral width of 12 000 Hz and a mixing time of 300 ms. Spectra were obtained at 10_C with a 1-1 water suppression sequence replacing the last pulse (12) . Approximately 370 FIDs of 2000 complex points were collected. Double quantum-filtered COSY (DQF-COSY) spectra were collected using the pulse sequence with composite mixing pulses (14) . For high resolution DQF-COSY, broad band phosphorus decoupling was achieved by GARP1 (15) and a narrow spectral width (2000 Hz) was used for 4000 complex data points. A total of 712 FIDs was collected with 32 scans.
Total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) experiments were acquired using a MLEV-17 for broad band decoupling (16) , with a long mixing time (120 ms) to maximize relayed magnetization transfer from the H1′ protons to the other sugar protons.
Natural abundance 13 C-1 H heteronuclear multiple quantum correlations (HMQC) were recorded at 600 MHz with spectral widths of 20 000 ( 13 C) and 5000 Hz 
Interproton distance and torsion angle constraints
The cross-peak intensities in NOESYs at 60, 100 and 150 ms mixing times were evaluated by integrating their volumes using FELIX (Biosym Technologies Inc.). The pyrimidine H5-H6 distance was used as a reference. NOEs were classified into four categories: strong, medium, weak and very weak. The strong and medium cross-peaks were given a distance range of 1.8-3.0 and 2.0-4.0 Å respectively and the weak and very weak cross-peaks were given a distance range of 2.5-5.0 and 3.5-6.0 Å respectively. A total of 263 non-exchangeable proton distance constraints were obtained from the D 2 O NOESY spectra. For imino-imino proton distances, a distance range of 3.2-4.5 Å was assigned to the cross-peaks observed in the H 2 O NOESY spectra.
The sugar puckers were determined by measuring 1 H-1 H scalar couplings in phosphorus-decoupled high resolution DQF-COSY. The nucleotides without observable H1′-H2′ couplings were restrained to be C3′-endo. The glycosidic torsion angle χ was constrained to be anti for nucleotides that do not have strong intranucleotide H8/H6-H1′ NOEs at short mixing time NOESY. In addition to the torsion angles for maintaining correct sugar pucker conformations and for keeping anti orientations of the bases relative to the sugars, empirical constraints to keep the amino groups in the planes of the bases were used during global folding of the RNA. During refinement of the pseudoknot structure, backbone torsion angle constraints (α, β, γ, ε and ζ), derived from the standard values for A-form helices (17) , were added to the torsion angle constraint file for the base pairs in the stems of the pseudoknot.
Structure determination
The simulated annealing and restrained molecular dynamics (rMD) program X-PLOR (18) was used with experimental distance and torsion angle constraints derived from the NMR data. Thirty starting structures generated using random torsion angles were subjected to two stages of calculation: global fold and refinement. Global folds were calculated using only the repulsive van der Waals term and no electrostatic interactions. Five hundred cycles of initial energy minimization, followed by rMD as the temperature was cooled from 1000 to 300 K, and finally 1000 cycles of energy minimization were performed for the global fold. Structures with lower total energies and fewer NOE violations from the global fold were subjected to the refinement calculation. This involved: 500 cycles of initial energy minimization, rMD at 1000 K with backbone torsion angle constraints for the stem regions introduced in two steps (β, γ and ε first; α and ζ second) according to Wimberly (19) , rMD while cooling to 300 K and 1000 cycles of subsequent energy minimization. The force constant for NOE was set to 50 kcal/mol/Å 2 and the torsion angle force constant was varied between 5 and 50 kcal/mol/rad 2 during the calculations. Finally, 3000 cycles of energy minimization were done for the refined structures with Lennard-Jones potentials and electrostatic energies included. Figure 2 shows the exchangeable proton spectrum of the pseudoknot APKA27G at 15_C. Nine imino resonances from the imino protons in the G·C base pairs of the helical regions of the pseudoknot are observed in the chemical shift region 13.5-12 p.p.m. Sequence-specific assignments of the imino resonances were made from 2D NOESY spectra in H 2 O using the procedure of Heus and Pardi (20) .
RESULTS
Assignment of the exchangeable proton resonances
The positions of assigned imino peaks for the pseudoknot APKA27G are similar to those observed for APK (7), except for a down-field shift of the G28 imino proton. A similar shift of the G29 imino proton was also observed for the pseudoknot VPK, where the corresponding G28 residue base pairs with residue U13 (6) . This observation indicates that the U13·G27 base pair may form in APKA27G, although the resonance from the U13 imino proton is not visible. This contrasts with APK, where no U13·A27 base pair is formed (7) . Formation of the U13·G27 base pair is also supported by several NOEs between G28 and G27 in the D 2 O NOESY spectra, a shift of the H5/H6 cross-peak for U13 in the DQF-COSY (Fig. 3) , as observed in VPK, and protection of G28 from cleavage by a ribonuclease T1-Ni(II) complex (data not shown).
A possible U8·G32 base pair does not form at the bottom of stem 2. There are no significant changes in the chemical shifts of base and sugar protons of U8, G9 and G32 compared with those for APK and no NOE connectivity between U8 and G9, as observed in APK (7) . From these results, we concluded that stem 2 of the pseudoknot APKA27G consists of four G·C base pairs and a G·U base pair. A sharp and up-field shifted imino resonance from G1 is also observed, indicating stacking of residue A20 upon the G1·C19 base pair, as discussed before (6, 7, 21) . Comparison of a DQF-COSY of (a) the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G with that of (b) the parent pseudoknot APK in 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.4, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 at 25_C. Note the large shift of the H5/H6 cross-peak for U13. 
Assignment of the non-exchangeable proton resonances
Basically similar strategies used for the parent pseudoknot APK (7) were employed to assign the non-exchangeable protons for the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G. In the stems, standard aromatic-H1′ sequential NOE connectivities were used to assign aromatic and H1′ resonances. H2′ resonances were assigned from the strongest NOEs to the H1′ protons at a short mixing time (60 ms). H3′ resonances in stems were assigned using NOE connectivities H8/H6(i)-H3′(i)-H1′(i) and further verified by using H8/H6(i+1)-H3′(i) connectivities. In the loops, NOESY, DQF-COSY and TOCSY spectra were used to assign resonances. Aromatic and H1′ resonances were assigned using aromatic-H1′ NOE connectivities. H2′ resonances were assigned from the strongest NOEs to the H1′ protons at short mixing times (60 ms) just as for the stems. Assignments of the H1′ and H2′ resonances of the loop nucleotides with observable H1′-H2′ scalar couplings were further verified by a DQF-COSY experiment. Finally, a TOCSY experiment was used to confirm previously assigned H2′ and H3′ resonances. All assignments for the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G were greatly facilitated by comparing the NMR spectra with those for the parent pseudoknot, APK. The spectral assignments of the pseudoknot APKA27G in 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.4, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 at 25_C are summarized in Table 1 .
Structural features of the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G
As summarized in Figure 4 , the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G contains structural features that are similar to the parent pseudoknot APK, except for a few major differences. Characteristic A-form stacking interactions are observed in both stems, as seen in APK. Many NOEs were observed between aromatic and sugar protons for the nucleotides at the junction region of stems 1 and 2, indicating continuous stacking of residues C12-G15. However, less and weaker NOEs are observed between A14 and G15 compared with APK. A20, the first nucleotide in loop 2, has a strong NOE from H8 to C19H2′ and a medium NOE from H2 to G1H1′, as well as three other NOEs between A20 aromatic and C19 sugar and aromatic protons. All these NOEs indicate that residues G9-A20 of the pseudoknot APKA27G are continuously stacked, although more distortions from a standard A-form stacking interaction are present at the junction of the two stems than those observed for APK.
In addition to the similar structural features discussed above, APKA27G contains quite different structural features from those of APK. In contrast to the strong stacking in the C5-A6-G7 steps of APK (7), only a weak stacking was observed in the C5-A6 step of APKA27G. No NOEs were observed from A6H2 to G7H1′ and to the cross-strand G15H1′, which are characteristic NOEs of APK, indicating that the C5-A6-G7 steps are not as strongly stacked as in APK. For stem 2, strong to medium NOEs were observed from H8 of G28 to H2′/H3′ of G27, indicating that G27-G28 is stacked. No NOEs were observed between A26 and G27.
From these NOE results and the down-field shifted G28 imino resonance discussed above, we concluded that the U13·G27 base pair forms. Thus stem 2 of APKA27G consists of four G·C base pairs and a G·U base pair.
Although NOE connectivities of the loop nucleotides deviate from those observed for A-form geometry, as discussed for APK (7), several NOEs from aromatic to sugar protons between neighboring nucleotides were observed for residues C21-A26, indicating that residues in loop 2 are more or less stacked on each other. However, the stacking interactions between nucleotides in loop 2 of APKA27G are much weaker than those of APK.
Scalar coupling (J coupling) information was used to characterize the sugar conformations as C3′-endo or C2′-endo puckers. Nucleotides in both loops have detectable H1′-H2′ couplings, with 4-5 Hz couplings for U8 in loop 1, C21 in loop 2 and the terminal G32. These intermediate H1′-H2′ coupling constants indicate that these residues are in equilibrium between C2′-endo and C3′-endo sugar conformations. For U22-A26 in loop 2 ∼9 Hz H1′-H2′ couplings were observed, in contrast to the 4-5 Hz couplings for APK, indicating that these nucleotides adopt mainly the C2′-endo sugar conformation. Absence of detectable H1′-H2′ couplings for the nucleotides in both stems and loops (e.g. A6, G7 and A20) indicates that these residues adopt the C3′-endo sugar pucker, as expected for nucleotides in A-form helices.
Structure determination
Thirty starting structures for the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G were generated by randomizing backbone torsion angles α, β, γ, ε and ζ and with torsion angles δ and χ set to C3′-endo and anti respectively. In addition to the inter-proton distances and torsion angle constraints deduced from the measured intensities of NOE cross-peaks and H1′-H2′ coupling constants respectively, four additional distance constraints were used to maintain hydrogen bonding for G27·U13 and for each of the nine G·C base pairs in the stems. Therefore, the input data included 263 NOE-based distance restraints, 41 hydrogen bond distances, 16 base pair planarity restraints and 189 torsion angle dihedral restraints. The dihedral restraints were of three kinds: 128 sugar pucker angles, 29 angles to keep amino groups in the plane of the bases and 32 χ angles to keep the bases anti. After global folding of the starting structures using a simulated annealing protocol, structures with lower total energy and NOE violations were selected for further refinement. Twelve out of 30 starting structures converged to this lower energy category.
For subsequent refinement calculations, the same NOE restraints file used for global folding was used. The dihedral restraints file, however, was modified for the refinement calculation: 88 A-form backbone torsion angle constraints were added for the nucleotides in both stems. Adding the A-form restraints did not change the global shape of the molecules; it only lowered the root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) among the 12 acceptable structures. The refined structures were subjected to a final energy minimization calculation. The calculated structures were judged by monitoring their NOE violations; none of the final structures had any individual distance constraint violation >0.2 Å. Figure 5 shows a view of 12 converged structures superimposed on the basis of all atoms. For clarity only the phosphate backbones of the molecules are shown to represent the overall conformation of the pseudoknot APKA27G. The superimposition of both stems is fairly good, although superimposition of the loops is relatively poor. The precision of the structures was evaluated by calculating their r.m.s.d. for all atoms relative to the averaged structure. The average r.m.s.d. for the 12 structures was 2.5 Å. The overall conformation of the pseudoknot APKA27G is different from that of the parent pseudoknot APK, but is similar to that of the efficient frameshifting pseudoknot VPK (6) . The pseudoknot is not straight, but bent. To calculate the angle between the two stems of the pseudoknot, the helix axes for the two stems were generated using the program NEWHEL93 (R.E.Dickerson, University of California, Los Angeles, CA). The bending angle between the two stems of the pseudoknot APKA27G was ∼132_ (±4_).
A detailed picture of the average pseudoknot structure is shown in Figure 6 . The phosphate backbone from G9 to A20 is a continuous A-form helix with a small perturbation at the junction of stems 1 and 2. On the opposite strand, the two stem regions (G1-C5 and G27-C31) are stacked in A-form geometry. The U13·G27 base pair does form, unlike APK, where no U13·A27 base pair forms. In contrast to the two intervening nucleotides observed for APK, a single adenylate residue intervenes between the two stems and interrupts coaxial stacking of the stems. This unpaired residue serves as a hinge to cause the pseudoknot to bend from a linear conformation. Loop 1 crosses the deep major groove of stem 2 and loop 2 crosses the minor groove of stem 1, as observed for other pseudoknots with right handed coaxial stacking of their stems (6, 21, 22) .
DISCUSSION
One striking difference in the secondary structure between the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G and the parent pseudoknot APK is that in the mutant the U13·G27 base pair does form in stem 2, in contrast to the lack of formation of the corresponding U13·A27 base pair in the parent pseudoknot. This different base pairing may be due to the more favorable stacking interaction between G27 and G28 in the mutant pseudoknot than that of A27 and G28 in the parent pseudoknot. This extra base pair at the top of stem 2 leaves only one nucleotide at the junction of the two stems. This is a critical feature in determining the unique conformation of the pseudoknot. In a previous paper (7), we found that in APK two unpaired nucleotides between the two stems cause an open conformation in which the two stems are twisted relative to each other (7) . Computer modeling showed that the conformation of APK could be dramatically changed and converted to a structure similar to the efficient frameshifting pseudoknot VPK by simply forcing the U13·A27 base pair to form at the top of stem 2.
Stacking interaction between nucleotides and sugar pucker conformation of the nucleotides in loop 2 are closely related to the proper orientation of loop 2 relative to stem 1. Since G27 in the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G is involved in the formation of a base pair in stem 2, APKA27G has one less nucleotide in loop 2 compared with pseudoknots APK and VPK. Therefore, nucleotides in loop 2 must adopt a more extended conformation to bridge the minor groove of stem 1. This is clearly indicated by the NMR data, showing that the loop nucleotides adopt a C2′-endo sugar conformation, resulting in a distance of ∼7 Å between neighboring phosphate groups (17) , instead of a C3′-endo or mixture of C2′-and C3′-endo pucker as observed in APK and VPK. In addition, less stacking interactions between nucleotides in loop 2 of APKA27G compared with those of APK or VPK also contribute to the extended conformation of loop 2.
The efficient frameshifting RNA pseudoknots all adopt common structural features. The mutant RNA pseudoknot APKA27G is very similar in conformation to other frameshifting pseudoknots, VPK and U13C (6, 8) . The common structural features of the efficient frameshifting pseudoknots are that coaxial stacking of the two stems is interrupted by an intervening nucleotide that causes a bend between the two stems. All three pseudoknots have similar bends in which stem 1 bends towards loop 1, which crosses the major groove of stem 2. This unique conformation of the pseudoknot may be required for recognition by ribosome or ribosome-related factors during translation of viral mRNA. The fact that conformation not sequence is the dominant requirement for frameshifting is strengthened by the fact that sequences of base pairs in the stems (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) or sequences of bases in loop 2 (Prof. Raymond Gesteland, personal communication) do not have a large effect on frameshifting.
The thermodynamic stability of a pseudoknot is considered to be a major factor for promoting efficient frameshifting in retroviruses. Thus the increase in frameshifting efficiency by mutant pseudoknot APKA27G over the parent pseudoknot APK might be due to the higher stability of APKA27G. Although APKA27G contains one more base pair at the end of stem 2 than APK, this G·U base pair is not very stable, as indicated by the fast exchange of the U13 imino proton with the solvent. UV melting studies also indicate that the melting temperature (64_C) of the mutant pseudoknot is not increased compared with that of the parent pseudoknot. Thus the higher frameshifting ability of the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G cannot be attributed to increased thermodynamic stability.
Comparison of the structures and frameshifting abilities of the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G and the parent pseudoknot APK illustrates the sensitvity of the structure and function of RNA to small changes in sequence. In the mutant pseudoknot APKA27G a single A→G substitution changes its structure and greatly increases its frameshifting efficiency. This further supports the hypothesis of a specific structure-dependent frameshifting process in retroviruses.
